2021-04-29: Getting the Most Out of Virtual Educational Conferences
Topic and Questions courtesy of the Generalists in Medical Education
The following links were shared during the chat:
MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
TOPIC 1: What tips do you have for making the most of your time in a virtual #meded conferences?
Before, during and after? #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T1 Before: Review the program. During: Turn off email and also put an out of office response so
people know I'm at a conference. #mededchat

Jill M Sutton @JillMSutton20008 hours ago
@MedEdChat Jill Sutton, Clerkship Director, ECU @ECUBrodySOM @apgonews #MedEdChat

Heather Paladine @paladineh8 hours ago
T1: I miss in person conferences, but I do like being able to watch or rewatch recorded sessions after
the conference. #Mededchat

Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle8 hours ago
@MedEdChat A1: I act like I really left town to go to the conference. Minimize distraction. Clear my
calendar. Plan my meals. Set up my screen(s). #MedEdChat

Jean Bailey, PhD @Jeanmb478 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 Jean in Richmond Va. Plan ahead--know who you want to connect
with. #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@paladineh T1 That's a nice function....especially if there are multiple sessions you want to see but
they conflict. It's a real plus for virtual conferences #MedEdChat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #MedEdChat. My most important tips are
your email 'out of office'

1 Block your agenda

2 Put on

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
Lonika from sunny spokane making my way on to this awesome forum #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat T1 Great idea! I have to admit I do scope out the registrants so I can
hopefully run into friends #MedEdChat
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Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
@alvinseattle @MedEdChat Love it!!! #mededchat

Marisa Birkmeier @marisabirkmeier8 hours ago
#Mededchat T1: volunteer to moderate a session. Great opportunity to network, stay focused on the
session, and get a little service in for your annual report.

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @marisabirkmeier: #Mededchat T1: volunteer to moderate a session. Great opportunity to
network, stay focused on the session, and get a l…

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@alvinseattle @MedEdChat #mededchat Good idea. I really like the plan your meal aspect.

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat T1 So have you taken advantage of "hallway conversation" spaces at
conferences like the #AAMCGEA had to connect with people? If so, how was that? #MedEdChat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T1 virtual conferences have many advantages like saving on travel costs.
But I found it difficult to be focused on virtual conferences as we are still engaged in office work
comparing to in-person conferences #meded

Catherine Nameth, PhD @namethca8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Plan ahead, block your schedule. If possible, try to be "at" the virtual conference, just
like you would be in person. During the conference, connect with others via social media. Follow up
with individuals after the virtual conference. #MedEdChat

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: sometimes it’s also great to participate as a reviewer (shameless plug for call
for #TGME21 reviewers)! #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @sood_lonika: @MedEdChat T1: sometimes it’s also great to participate as a reviewer (shameless
plug for call for #TGME21 reviewers)! #me…

Heather Paladine @paladineh8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat How do the virtual hallway conversations work? That’s
something I miss from in person conferences #mededchat
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Catherine Nameth, PhD @namethca8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat The "hallway conversations" are lacking at a virtual
conference. How can we still connect meaningfully with other attendees? #MedEdChat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat Sateesh Arja from Avalon University School of Medicine, Curacao #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@paladineh @Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat T1 I didn't use them last week. #COMSEP2021 had the
capability of arranging meetings for personal zoom rooms to meet colleagues. #MedEdChat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
#MededChat I also use one note book specifically for conferences. Having this notebook makes it very
easy to remember my follow-up actions. https://t.co/Z2ELbcokvS

Catherine Nameth, PhD @namethca8 hours ago
@paladineh @GLBDallaghan @Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat It is the thing I miss the most about
attending in person - those informal, unanticipated conversations. That's where the learning happens
for me. #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @MvdRidder: #MededChat I also use one note book specifically for conferences. Having this
notebook makes it very easy to remember my f…

Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle8 hours ago
@paladineh @GLBDallaghan @Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat I've set up telephone conversations during
on-line meetings during break time or before/after. I saw there was an ad-hoc zoom meeting set up,
although I hadn't tired it. Has anyone done this? #Mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@namethca @paladineh @Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat Totally agree! #MedEdChat

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @paladineh @Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat Agree so awesome to meet
my #tweeternists @AAIMOnline and #tweeterpeeps @WGEA_MedEd #mededchat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat #mededchat T1 Zoom break out sessions for networking
can be helpful to some extent #meded
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MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: The #mededchat topic & questions will be announced in a moment…for now,
please introduce yourselves #meded

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We will assume that all of your tweets during #mededchat are your own during this
hour unless otherwise stated #meded

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T1 about to come up in a few moments #meded #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: What tips do you have for making the most of your time in a
virtual #meded conferences? Before, during and after?…

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
#MededChat T1. It came with very helpfull instructions. Thank
you @TheCgea and @MSUMD. https://t.co/K5eY5RaCTe

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@alvinseattle @paladineh @Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat I did use that function at a conference to meet
up with some colleagues. We worked on a project we're undertaking. It was a nice
feature #MedEdChat

Jill M Sutton @JillMSutton20008 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1) Familiarize yourself with the platform and the agenda. Choose which sessions you
plan to attend live and those you will view asynchronously. Block out your calendar as much as
possible to allow yourself to fully engage #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
TOPIC 2: What are some of the unforeseen benefits of virtual educational
conferences? #meded #mededchat

Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle8 hours ago
@MvdRidder @TheCgea @MSUMD Very cool! Although I would still do Step 3, do you know if there
is an evidence base for that? #Mededchat

Nagaraj Gabbur @GabburNagaraj8 hours ago
Being able to review recorded material. #MedEdChat
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Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T2 One of the unforeseen benefits I found was being able to see more sessions due to them being
recorded #MedEdChat

Catherine Nameth, PhD @namethca8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Unforeseen benefits of virtual conferences: No travel, the room temperature is always
perfect, the coffee is great, the chair is comfortable, and I have no problems seeing & hearing the
speaker(s). #MedEdChat

Nagaraj Gabbur @GabburNagaraj8 hours ago
T1 Everyone has a front row seat! #MedEdChat

Marisa Birkmeier @marisabirkmeier8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: I find the virtual poster sessions much better than in person. I get overwhelmed in
exhibit hall poster sessions. #mededchat

Heather Paladine @paladineh8 hours ago
T2: Lunches with my husband, and (since I’m on the east coast) sessions that often don’t start until
10am. #mededchat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T2 recorded sessions are useful. If they make it pay on demand, it is
painful. benefits are travel costs and travel time. Some in-person conferences in the past, I had to miss
due to other schedules and pre plans. But this can be avoided in virtual conferences #meded

Heather Paladine @paladineh8 hours ago
T2: The best benefit is going to a virtual CME conference with my friend from residency and getting to
choose the location #mededchat

Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: As I've learned from the residents during their virtual noon conferences, there is a
lot more discussion DURING the presentations either in the chat or on twitter. You can chat without
distracting the presenters. #Mededchat

Jill M Sutton @JillMSutton20008 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2) Stay connected with your family while reconnecting with colleagues and
friends #MedEdChat Also no packing or unpacking, flight delays, lost luggage etc

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@marisabirkmeier @MedEdChat T2 So true! I could actually hear the poster presenter speaking to me
without having to pull out my horn for them to speak into! It was also nice to be able to review posters
at my leisure. #MedEdChat
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Jean Bailey, PhD @Jeanmb478 hours ago
T2 attending is easier and less cost prohibitive for most.#MedEdChat

Catherine Nameth, PhD @namethca8 hours ago
@marisabirkmeier @MedEdChat I like the synchronous virtual poster sessions, too. Easier to have a
conversation with the presenter. #MedEdChat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
#MedEdChat T1. I even glue the little cards in it with an action ooint or topic I have discussed.
Sorry for the alternative way of blurring names and email addresses

. https://t.co/uFBSMMMPR1

Heather Paladine @paladineh8 hours ago
@alvinseattle @MedEdChat It’s true. I went to the #AAFPFMX conference last year and it was great to
chat and ask questions of the presenters during their recorded session without interrupting #mededchat

Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @marisabirkmeier @MedEdChat T2: Agree! I had three simultaneous conversations
going with poster people! #Mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@alvinseattle @MedEdChat T2 I agree with this to a point. I have found that the chat during
conferences can be very distracting....almost like someone sitting down during a plenary and striking up
a loud conversation with everyone around. I've had to shut that off during sessions. #MedEdChat

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
@MvdRidder Very cool...#mededchat

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
@namethca @marisabirkmeier @MedEdChat Agree .. liked the ease of presenting (and the ease of
production) #mededchat @jenreadlynn

A/Prof. Michelle D. Lazarus @InsidOutAnatomy8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: What are some of the unforeseen benefits of virtual educational
conferences? #meded #mededchat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
RT @ArjaSateesh: @MedEdChat #mededchat T2 recorded sessions are useful. If they make it pay on
demand, it is painful. benefits are travel c…
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Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
T2: ease with childcare , accessible to wider audience #MedEdChat

Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat Sorry about that :). There was an option to have a direct message
conversation at #AAIMOnline21 #MedEdChat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @marisabirkmeier @MedEdChat Oh, I can't agree more ... I am thinking of these
loud hallways with a lot of buzzing around me of all the posters being presented at the same
time. @AMEE_Online #mededchat

Marisa Birkmeier @marisabirkmeier8 hours ago
@sood_lonika @namethca @MedEdChat @jenreadlynn No poster tubes left in overhead cabin
storage! Or in the back seat of taxis...#mededchat

Catherine Nameth, PhD @namethca8 hours ago
@sood_lonika Agree. Virtual conferences can be much easier for caregivers. #MedEdChat

John Lowry @DrJohn58858 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: What tips do you have for making the most of your time in a
virtual #meded conferences? Before, during and after?…

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
Checking in from Cbus #mededchat https://t.co/40DfJ1xMNw

Nagaraj Gabbur @GabburNagaraj8 hours ago
Do the benefits of virtual conferences outweigh the cons? #Mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
TOPIC 3: What creative ways have organizers overcome the obstacles of online
engagement? #MedEdChat #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@GabburNagaraj There are pluses and minuses for sure. One big plus is the accessibility
anywhere. @SDRME_Meded had record attendance last summer with the virtual conference. The con
is the spontaneity of networking...which for me is the most important part of a meeting #MedEdChat

Jean Bailey, PhD @Jeanmb478 hours ago
T3 Hallway conversations break out rooms #MedEdChat
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Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: I liked the live Zoom sessions with the speakers after the recorded presentations
finished. #MedEdChat

Marisa Birkmeier @marisabirkmeier8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: I liked the flipped session design where the asynchronous content was expected to
be viewed before a 30 min Q and A with the presenters. #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T3 Agree with @Jeanmb47 on this. I think workshop leaders have done exceptionally well with
breakout rooms to foster more interactivity #MedEdChat

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: What are some of the unforeseen benefits of virtual educational
conferences? #meded #mededchat

Jill M Sutton @JillMSutton20008 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat Yes - CREOG APGO they had essentially virtual break
rooms with different categories - I joined a Clerkship Director Room and we all connected and we
solved each others challenges!
meeting! #MedEdChat

Was on of the best impromptu sessions of the

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @Jeanmb47 Also helps with online teaching skills? #mededchat

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 3: What creative ways have organizers overcome the obstacles of online
engagement? #MedEdChat #meded

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @JillMSutton2000: @GLBDallaghan @Jeanmb47 @MedEdChat Yes - CREOG APGO they had
essentially virtual break rooms with different categories…

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat I fail afterwards to take time to listen to te recordings. Missed
opportunity.#mededchat

Jill M Sutton @JillMSutton20008 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Yes!!! So important! #MedEdChat
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Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle8 hours ago
@GabburNagaraj Good question. Another way of asking: Would we design conferences virtually on
purpose and why? In many ways, we had little choice. In the future, we can decide. #MedEdChat

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: loved the virtual #tweetchats #TGME21 @AAIMOnline #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@MvdRidder @ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat Easy to do. I had to schedule time in my calendar to
remember to do that for the AAMC last fall. #MedEdChat

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy8 hours ago
Yes when the number one benefit of a virtual conference is “I can mute
you” #mededchat https://t.co/a2tZYURCFI

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@alvinseattle @GabburNagaraj Do you think some conferences will opt to offer both virtual and inperson? #MedEdChat

John Lowry @DrJohn58858 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 Virtual poster sessions, interactive sessions with Google docs, creating space for
meeting and engaging with others. #mededchat

Catherine Nameth, PhD @namethca8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Having a synchronous after-conference social session, and using #Kahoot to play a
trivia game together (while apart). #MedEdChat

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @alvinseattle @GabburNagaraj I hope so!!! #mededchat

Jill M Sutton @JillMSutton20008 hours ago
@namethca @MedEdChat Absolutely

! #MedEdChat

Nagaraj Gabbur @GabburNagaraj8 hours ago
I think conferences will only offer recorded sessions but not a formal virtual option #Mededchat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@GabburNagaraj T2. No, I personally don't think so. I miss the ease of networking, randomly merting
people and having a good conversation, and the quiet time to really think through what you have heard.
Being out of your natural environment has also a stimulating effect on me #mededchat
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Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@Jeanmb47 T3. Agree. I miss the spontaneous conversation while you are waiting in the cue for food.
Never would think I would long for that. #Mededchat

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
This is so helpful! #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@GabburNagaraj For larger conferences I can see that. I know @SDRME_Meded plans to give
virtual/in-person a try since it is so small. I don't see how #AAMCGEA could do that #MedEdChat

Nagaraj Gabbur @GabburNagaraj8 hours ago
It’s the randomness of the conference that seems to stimulate people. The unplanned conversations.
Online you have to plan to meet #Mededchat

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @GabburNagaraj @SDRME_Meded I did enjoy hearing from all the GEA this
years... #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
TOPIC 4: How can virtual educational conferences be designed to create a fulfilling experience for
everyone? #MedEdChat #meded

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@sood_lonika @GLBDallaghan @Jeanmb47 T3. I am applying #padlet now in my online teaching. I
am experimenting with recorded powerpoint presentations. #MedEdChat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T3 I have seen some creative ways of doing things like presenting posters
online via zoom. And breakout sessions for networking. In my opinion organizers of online conferences
have done pretty decent job #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T4 Of all the conferences I've attended over the past year, I would say #COMSEP2021 had the best
platform. It made arranging individual meet ups the easiest and was very intuitive. #MedEdChat

Jean Bailey, PhD @Jeanmb478 hours ago
T4 if some institutions cut travel budgets, will in-person conferences be accessible only to the haves
and not the have nots? #MedEdChat
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Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle8 hours ago
@MedEdChat I've been struck by the work of @PriyaParker How will this gathering be different than
any other gathering? What is its purpose? Start well. Finish
well. https://t.co/A9t86W5u3x #Mededchat

Jill M Sutton @JillMSutton20008 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Do you recall the platform used? #MedEdChat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@alvinseattle @GabburNagaraj @GLBDallaghan #Mededchat I would definitely miss the real
interaction. The real hallway conversations, but also the element of change of environment. I do love
the fact that in the virtual conferences, sometimes the choice of simultaneous options is lower. You
miss less.

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T4 this is again just an opinion. Specific, focused and shorter
presentation/topics can give a fulfilling experience to everyone #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@JillMSutton2000 Sadly....I don't #MedEdChat

Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @priyaparker I've been thinking mostly about the endings. Some conferences simply
end when you click the "Leave" button. I think we can be deliberate and thoughtful about our
conclusions. How can we affirm our virtual community experience and create a connection to where
we are? #MedEdChat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
@sood_lonika It made the difference in my conference life. It shows also -for yourself and othershow productive you have been.#MedEdChat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder8 hours ago
RT @GabburNagaraj: It’s the randomness of the conference that seems to stimulate people. The
unplanned conversations. Online you have to…

Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @priyaparker T4: How will we connect this experience to our usual experience?
Perhaps reflections and highlights of the experience by the organizers? A highlight reel? A call to
share reflections in a large chat? #MedEdChat

Nagaraj Gabbur @GabburNagaraj7 hours ago
That’s a good idea #Mededchat
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Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika7 hours ago
T4: focus on inclusivity of ideas #mededchat

Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @priyaparker Eric Warm @CincyIM had a great thread with the wisdom he heard
at #AAIMOnline21. https://t.co/IWGiGbmdQL #MedEdChat

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika7 hours ago
Consider joining #TGME21 in the fall!!!! Call for proposals
open https://t.co/GOiNESWlJY #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
RT @sood_lonika: Consider joining #TGME21 in the fall!!!! Call for proposals
open https://t.co/GOiNESWlJY #mededchat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder7 hours ago
#MedEdChat

Lonika #wearyourmask Sood @sood_lonika7 hours ago
@MedEdChat Awesome reflections! Thank you! #mededchat

Nagaraj Gabbur @GabburNagaraj7 hours ago
It has been an interesting discussion! #Mededchat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder7 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat Good point! It is all about planning!#MedEdChat

MedEd @TelehealthBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give
some final thoughts #meded #mededchat

Alvin Calderon, MD, PhD, FACP @alvinseattle7 hours ago
@MedEdChat @priyaparker @CincyIM T4: Here was my experience at the last conference
conclusion. What could we do differently? #MedEdChat https://t.co/6gcgRuIrz4
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Jill M Sutton @JillMSutton20007 hours ago
@MedEdChat #MedEdChat Know your audience and know what kept them engaged during live
conference - then try to create a way to make the attendee feel like they are there. I was blown away
with how APGOFDS and CAAM 2021 managed to pull this off! @apgonews

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder7 hours ago
RT @sood_lonika: Consider joining #TGME21 in the fall!!!! Call for proposals
open https://t.co/GOiNESWlJY #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or
email #meded #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder7 hours ago
@MedEdChat #MedEdChat Good session. My appologies @GLBDallaghan to extend my calendar
invite to the whole Dr.-Ed list serve community...

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder7 hours ago
@alvinseattle @MedEdChat @priyaparker @CincyIM #MedEdChat. Saying goodbye should
become part of our online etiquette...

John Lowry @DrJohn58857 hours ago
@MedEdChat T4 Offer some training or “master classes” from experts. #MedEdChat

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder7 hours ago
@alvinseattle @TheCgea @MSUMD I mark during my conference my possible follow through
actions already. I carve out 2-3 hours to really follow-up, approx one week after the conference. I reevaluate my actions, and send iut emails etc. This has lead to a few very productive
collaborations. #Mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give
some final thoughts #meded #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM
or email #meded #mededchat
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MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx. Thanks everyone for parti…

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM
or email #meded #mededchat

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx. Thanks everyone for parti…

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder7 hours ago
@alvinseattle @TheCgea @MSUMD #mededchat Thank you, like that. I think part of the reevaluation is about obstacles (time commitment, personal, professional and institutional priorities).
After deliberately using the 3-steps, I feel the conference is not finished after I have done my followup. (1/2)

Payal Parikh, MD, FACP @Payalia3207 hours ago
Dear #AcademicTwitter #MedEdChat #MedEd Are there any resources out there for a physician who
doesn't understand stats but
she needs to
to learn the language & the methodology
(maybe also learn SPSS)? Any help is much appreciated! -an aspiring associate
professor https://t.co/4cZklLsK5r

Monica van de Ridder @MvdRidder7 hours ago
@alvinseattle @TheCgea @MSUMD #MedEdChat The follow-up is for me a way to: show my
organization that their investment was worthwhile, actively process the information I learned, and to
give it a place, say goodbye to a good time I had during the conference. The note book = good
memories (2/2).

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot7 hours ago
RT @Payalia320: Dear #AcademicTwitter #MedEdChat #MedEd Are there any resources out there
for a physician who doesn't understand stats bu…

Dr. Azmi Mohsin @docazmi3 hours ago
RT @docazmi: CUTANEOUS INNERVATION OF ARM | TEACHING ON
CADAVER #drsamsanatomyclasses #Anatomy #MedEd #MedTwitter #MedEdChat #MedStudentTw
…

Dr. Azmi Mohsin @docazmi3 hours ago
#drsamsanatomyclasses #Anatomy #MedEd #MedTwitter #MedEdChat #MedStudentTwitter #Medic
al #MBBS #NEETPG2021_ANATOMY #NEETPG2021 #NEETPG2021POSTPONED #onlineexams
#Onlineclass #medicalstudents #pain #MCQs #OnlineClasses https://t.co/uyfGTWpVn3
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Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot3 hours ago
RT @docazmi: #drsamsanatomyclasses #Anatomy #MedEd #MedTwitter #MedEdChat #MedStuden
tTwitter #Medical #MBBS #NEETPG2021_ANATOMY #NEETPG2021…

MedEdBot @MedEdBot3 hours ago
RT @docazmi: #drsamsanatomyclasses #Anatomy #MedEd #MedTwitter #MedEdChat #MedStuden
tTwitter #Medical #MBBS #NEETPG2021_ANATOMY #NEETPG2021…

Dr. Azmi Mohsin @docazmi2 hours ago
RT @docazmi: #drsamsanatomyclasses #Anatomy #MedEd #MedTwitter #MedEdChat #MedStuden
tTwitter #Medical #MBBS #NEETPG2021_ANATOMY #NEETPG2021…

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan6 minutes ago
@JillMSutton2000 T4 Looked this morning. It's Pathable. It was a great platform...best I've seen for
virtual conferences. #MedEdChat

The #MedEdChat Influencers
Top 10 Influential
@MedEdChat 100

@GLBDallaghan 90

@Jeanmb47 81

@MvdRidder 72

@alvinseattle 70

@marisabirkmeier 68

@paladineh 66

@GabburNagaraj 63

@namethca 54

@sood_lonika 38
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Prolific Tweeters
@MvdRidder 21

@GLBDallaghan 18

@sood_lonika 15

@alvinseattle 13

@MedEdChat 12

@MedEdBot 8

@JillMSutton2000 8

@ArjaSateesh 7

@GabburNagaraj 7

@namethca 7

Highest Impressions
@MedEdChat 109.2K

@GLBDallaghan 31.3K

@MedEdBot 23.1K

@sood_lonika 12.0K

@MvdRidder 8.8K

@paladineh 8.6K
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@alvinseattle 7.7K

@hur2buzy 3.9K

@namethca 2.7K

@InsidOutAnatomy 1.6K


The Numbers

215.932K
146
20
18
7

Impressions

Tweets

Participants

Avg Tweets/Hour

Avg Tweets/Participant

Twitter data from the #MedEdChat hashtag from Thu, April 29th 2021, 9:05PM to Fri, April 30th 2021, 5:20AM (America/New_York) –
Symplur.
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